
Occult interpretation of the Opera Scene in James Bond 007: 
Quantum of Solace

1. You can see the all Seeing Eye, with a snake as an upper eyelid; smaller eyes can be seen 
on the left. This show is being watched by a bunch of suited rich people (Elite?)



2. Bishops in the eye. Singer « is like a prince in the air » on the left



3. The character (on the left) has his hair cut like a monastery monk. Interesting shadows, as 
having 2 light sources, his shadows are crossing and looks like he has small horns and a long 

thin beard.



4. Bishops in the eye, with a metallic (sun disk) cross



5. Prisoners coming out to be put in a hole and shot at



6. Prisoners entering the cell



7. Bishops and the pope



8. Prisoners executed



9. Prisoners executed II



10. All Seeing Eye dominating over fight of woman against the main singer



11. All Seeing Eye dominating over fight of woman against the main singer, good view of the 
serpent head (right side of the upper eyelid)



12. Bond catches the bad guy on the roof



13. Bad guy on the roof, background is a puddle with a decorative art piece with a shadow, 
probably symbolizing the bottomless pit.



14. Bad guy falls, from a cubic building with 24 (6x4) lamps



15. Now Bond leaves and you have this number on the roof: 299 792 458 m/s. This is the 
speed of light



16. Bad guy fell, but remember, is not dead. Driver kills bad guy with 2 shots.

Conclusion: This Opera Scene depicts the Endgame world that the elite has for us and they 
are going to watch it just like the opera. All this orchestrated by the all Seeing Eye 

(Freemasonry) which themselves controlled by the religious order Vatican/Jesuits. At the end, 
last scene is obvious, some bad guy falls from a building, next scene showing a 299 792 458 

m/s luminescent sign, reference to someone who can fall at the speed of light… Fallen 
Angels, Lucifer, the Serpent.


